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Community Coach Spotlight
For the last few years as a volunteer naturalist for Highlands Center I led hikes for men and women in recovery
homes. One focus of the hike was to help the clients develop their goals. I also volunteered at the CCJ shelter,
Stagger Straight, to assist homeless people find work. Not surprisingly, I found by far most of these people were
good people that had simply made bad choices in their lives. When I learned about the Community Coach
Program, I knew that I could take my past volunteer experiences combined with my past business experience and
possibly help participants move forward to an enriched and successful life. Although I am new as a coach, I can
already see significant progress with my participants. This is as much a joy for me as it is for them as I see that
my coaching is making a difference.”
Tom is passionate about providing guidance and direction for his participants.

Tom Benson

We are so thankful for his continued passion to help others succeed. Thank You

Participant Spotlight
Anthony
I knew the moment I walked into the Yavapai Reentry Project doors, I was in a place full of caring,
compassionate, and genuine people. I was greeted by Jamie with a smile and laughs and met a
fantastic women named Clarissa, who is not only a coach but an amazing friend as well. YRP opened
their arms to me with no judgement or reservations, when all I was scared of when I was released, is
all that I knew. The folks at YRP help those who need that helping hand or nothing at all. They
helped me where I needed it most and that was someone who believed in me and helped me
emotionally to also believe in myself. I will be forever grateful to everyone at YRP. Jamie for the first
genuine smile I have seen in a long time. Clarissa for being an amazing person with such a big caring
heart and a dear friend, and all the others that take time to help others who everyone turned away
from.

Anthony- You have been determined to change you life since day one.

Anthony

You have been the change and we see your positive growth.

Let’s Celebrate!

Resources

Celebrating four people successfully
completing the program!
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Opioid OD website

January Enrollments: 11



A Community-Based
Solution That Works!

Total Participants Assisted: 62

